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ABSTRACT
The goal of automatic programming is to create,
in an automated way, a computer program
that enables
a computer to solve a problem. Ideally,
an automatic
programming system
should require that the user pre-specify
as little
as possible about the problem environment.
In particular,
it is desirable that the user not be required to prespecify the architecture of the
ultimate solution to his problem.
The question of how to automatically
create the architecture
of the overall program in an
evolutionary
approach
to automatic
programming,
such as genetic
programming,
has a
parallel
in the biological
world: how new structures
and behaviors
are created in living
things.
This corresponds
to the question of how new DNAthat encodes for a new protein is
created in more complex organisms.
This chapter describes how the biological
theory of gene duplication
described in Susumu
Ohno’s provocative
book, Evolution
by Means of Gene Duplication,
was brought to bear on
the problem of architecture
discovery in genetic programming. The resulting
biologicallymotivated
approach uses six new architecture-altering
operations
to enable genetic
programming to automatically
discover the architecture
of the solution at the same time as
genetic programming is evolving a solution to the problem.
Genetic programming with the architecture-altering
operations
is used to evolve a
computer program to classify
a given protein segment as being a transmembrane domain or
non-transmembrane
area of the protein
(without
biochemical
knowledge,
such as the
hydrophobicity
values used in human-written
algorithms
for this task).
The best
genetically-evolved
program achieved an out-of-sample
error rate that was better than that
reported for other previously reported human-written
algorithms.
This is an instance of an
automated machine learning
algorithm matching human performance on a non-trivial
problem.

1. Introduction
The goal of automatic programmingis to create, in an automated way, a computerprogramthat enables a computer
to solve a problem. Ideally, an automatic programming
system should require that the user pre-specify as little as
possible about the problemenvironment.In particular, it is desirable that the user not be required to specify the the
architecture of the ultimate solution to his problembefore he can begin to apply the technique to his problem. One
of the banes of automated machinelearning from the earliest times has been the requirement that the humanuser
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prespecify the size and shape of the ultimate solution to his problem (Samuel1959). I believe that the size and
shape of the solution should be part of the answerprovided by an automatedmachinelearning technique, rather than
part of the question supplied by the humanuser.
John Holland’s pioneering Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems (1975) described howan analog of the
naturally-occurring evolutionary process can be applied to solving artificial problemsusing what is nowcalled the
genetic algorithm. The book Genetic Programming: On the Programmbzgof Computers by Means of Natural
Selection (Koza 1992) describes an extension of Holland’s genetic algorithm in which the genetic population
consists of computerprograms(that is, compositionsof primitive functions, terminals, and possibly automatically
defined functions).
Genetic programminghas been demonstrated to be capable of evolving computer programs
that solve, or approximatelysolve, a variety of problemsfrom various fields, including manyproblems that have
been used over the years as benchmarkproblems in machine learning and artificial intelligence. A videotape
description of genetic programmingcan be found in Kozaand Rice 1992.
A run of genetic programmingin its most basic form automatically creates the size and shape of a single,art
result-producing programas well as the sequenceof work-performingsteps in the program.
I believe that no approach to automatedprogrammingis likely to be successful on non-trivial problemsunless it
provides some hierarchical mechanismto exploit, by reuse and parameter&ation, the regularities, symmetries,
homogeneities, similarities, patterns, and modularities inherent in problemenvironments. Subroutines do this in
ordinary computer programs. Accordingly, Genetic ProgrammingII: Automatic Discover), of Reusable Programs
(Koza 1994a) describes howto evolve multi-part programsconsisting of a main programand one or more reusable,
parameterized,hierarchically-callable subprograms.Anautomaticallydefined function is a function (i.e., subroutine,
procedure, DEFUN,
module) that is dynamically evolved during a run of genetic programmingin association with
particular individual program in the population and which may be invoked by a calling program (e.g., a main
program) that is simultaneously being evolved. A videotape description of automatically defined functions can be
found in Koza 1994b.
Whenautomatically defined functions are being evolved in a run of genetic programming,it becomesnecessary to
determinethe architecture of the overall to-be-evolved program.The specification of the architecture consists of (a)
the numberof function-defining branches (i.e., automatically defined functions) in the overall program, (b)
numberof arguments(if any) possessed by each function-defining branch, and (c) if there is morethan one functiondefining branch, the nature of the hierarchical references (if any) allowed betweenthe function-defining branches(and
betweenthe function-defining branches and the result-producing branch(es) of the overall program).
The question of howto automatically create the architecture of the overall programin an evolutionary approach to
automatic programming,such as genetic programming,has a parallel in the biological world: hownew structures
and behaviors are created in living things. Moststructures and behaviors in living things are the consequenceof the
action and interactions of proteins. Proteins are manufacturedin accordance with instructions contained in the
chromosomalDNAof the organism. Thus, the question of how new structures and behaviors are created in riving
things corresponds to the question of hownewDNAthat encodes for a newprotein is created.
In nature, sexual recombination ordinarily recombines a part of the chromosomeof one parent with a
corresponding (homologous)part of the second parent’s chromosome.Ordinary mutation occasionally alters isolated
alleles belonging to a chromosome.
In his seminal 1970 book Evolution by Gene Duplication, SusumuOhnopoints out that simple point mutation
and crossover are insufficient to explain majorevolutionary changes.
"...while allelic changesat already existing geneloci suffice for racial differentiation within species as
well as for adaptive radiation from an immediateancestor, they cannot account for large changes in
evolution, because large changes are made possible by the acquisition of new gene loci with
previously non-existent functions."
So what is the origin of "newgene loci with previously non-existent functions"?
A gene duplication is a rare illegitimate recombination event that results in the duplication of a lengthy
subsequence of a chromosome.Ohno’s 1970 book proposed the provocative (and then-controversial) thesis that the
creation of newproteins (and hence newstructures and behaviors in living things) begins with a gene duplication and
that gene duplication is "the major force of evolution."
This chapter shows how the naturally occurring mechanism of gene duplication (and the complementary
mechanismof gene deletion) motivated the addition of six new architecture-altering
operations to genetic
programming(Koza 1994d). The six new architecture-altering operations of branch duplication, branch creation,
branch deletion, argumentduplication, argumentcreation, and argumentdeletion enable genetic programmingevolve
the architecture of a multi-part programcontaining automatically defined functions (ADFs)during a run of genetic
programming.The six architecture-altering operations enable genetic programmingto implementwhat Ohnocalled
the
"the acquisition of newgene loci with previously non-existent functions."
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2. New Architecture-Altering

Operations

The six new architecture-altering genetic operations provide a way of evolving the architecture of a multi-part
programduring a run of genetic programming.These operations are performed, sparingly, during each generation of
a run of genetic programmingalong with the usual operations of Darwinianreproduction, crossover, and mutation.

2.1.

Branch Duplication

The operation of branchduplication duplicates one of the branches of a programin the following way:
(1) Select a programfrom the population.
(2) Pick one of the function-defining branchesof the selected programas the branch-to-be-duplicated.
(3) Adda uniquely-namednew function-defining branch to the selected program, thus increasing, by one, the
number of function-defining branches in the selected program. The new function-defining branch has the same
argumentlist and the samebodyas the branch-to-be-duplicated.
(4) For each occurrenceof an invocation of the branch-to-be-duplicatedanywherein the selected program(e.g.,
result-producing branch or any other branch that invokes the branch-to-be-duplicated), randomlychoose either to
leave that invocation unchangedor to replace that invocation with an invocation of the newly created functiondefining branch.
Thestep of selecting a programfor all the operations described herein is performedprobabilistically on the basis of
fitness, so that a programthat is morefit has a greater probability of being selected to participate in the operation
than a less fit program.
Details of all the newoperations are in Koza1994c.
The operation of branch duplication can be interpreted as a case splitting. Subsequentgenetic operations mayalter
one or both of these two presently-identical function-defining branches and these subsequent changes to lead to a
divergence in structure and behavior. This subsequent divergence may be interpreted as a specialization or
refinentent.
The operation of branch duplication as defined above (and all the other new operations described herein) always
producea syntactically valid program(given closure).

2.2.

Argument Duplication

The operation of argumentduplication duplicates one of the dummy
arguments in one of the automatically defined
functions of a programin the following way:
(1) Select a programfrom the population.
(2) Pick one of its function-definingbranches.
(3) Chooseone of the argumentsof the picked function-def’mingbranch as the argument-to-be-duplicated.
(4) Adda uniquely-namednewargumentto the argumentlist of the picked function-defining branch of the selected
program, thus increasing, by one, the numberof argumentsin its argumentlist.
(5) For each occurrence of the argument-to-be-duplicated in the body of picked function-defining branch of the
selected program, randomlychoose either to leave that occurrence unchangedor to replace it with the new argument.
(6) For each occurrence of an invocation of the picked function-defining branch anywherein the selected program,
identify the argumentsubtree correspondingto the argument-to-be-duplicatedand duplicate that argumentsubtree in
that invocation, thereby increasing, by one, the numberof argumentsin the invocation.
Becausethe function-defining branch containing the duplicated argumentis invoked with an identical copy of the
previously existing argument, this operation leaves unchangedthe value returned by the overall program.
The operation of argumentduplication can also be interpreted as a case-splitting.

2.3.

Branch Creation

The branch creation operation creates a newautomatically defined function within an overall programby picking a
point in the body of one of the function-defining branches or result-producing branches of the selected program.This
picked point becomesthe top-most point of the bodyof the branch-to-be-created.

2.4.

Argument Creation

The argumentcreation operation creates a new dummy
argumentwithin a function-defining branch of a program.

2.5.

Branch Deletion

The operation of branchdeletion deletes one of the automatically defined functions.
Whena function-defining branch is deleted, the question arises as to howto modifyinvocations of the branch-tobe-deleted by the other branches of the overall program. The alternative used herein (called branch deletion with
randomregeneration) randomlygenerates new subtrees composedof the available functions and terminals in lieu of
the invocation of the deleted branch and is not semantics-preserving. The operation of branch deletion can be
interpreted as a generalization because it causes a commontreatment to be given to two cases that previously
receiveddifferentiated (specialized) treatment.
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2.6.

Argument Deletion

The operation of argumentdeletion deletes one of the argumentsto one of the automatically defined functions of a
program. Whenan argument is deleted, references to the argument-to-be-deleted mayby argument deletion with
randomregeneration.

2.7.

Structure-Preserving

Crossover

Whenthe architecture-altering operations are used, the initial population is created in accordancewith somespecified
constrained syntactic structure. As soon as the architecture-altering operations start being used, the population
quickly becomesarchitecturally diverse. Structure-preserving crossover with point typing (Koza 1994a) permits
robust recombinationwhile simultaneouslyguaranteeing that any pair of architecturally different parents will produce
syntactically valid offspring.

3. Classifying
Domains

Protein Segments as Transmembrane

Automatedmethodsof machinelearning mayprove to be useful in discovering biologically meaningful information
hidden in the rapidly growingdatabases of DNA
sequences and protein sequences.
This chapter considers the problem of deciding whether a given protein segment is a transmembranedomainor
non-transmembrane
area of the protein.
Algorithms written by biologists for the problemof classifying transmembranedomainsin protein sequences are
based on biochemical knowledgeabout hydrophobicity and other properties of membrane-spanningproteins (KyteDoolittle 1982; yon Heijne 1992; Engelman, Steitz, and Goldman1986). Weiss, Cohen, and Indurkhya (1993)
proposed an algorithm for this version of the transmembraneproblem using a combination of humaningenuity and
machinelearning.
This problemprovides an opportunity to illustrate several different techniques of genetic programming,including
the evolution of the architecture of a multi-part computerprogramusing the newarchitecture-altering operations, the
automatic discovery of reusable feature detectors, the use of iteration, and the use of state (memory)in genetically
evolved computer programs.
Genetic programminghas previously been demonstrated its ability to evolve a classifying programto perform
this same task without using any biochemical knowledgein two different ways (Koza 1994a). In both instances, the
architecture of the evolved programconsisted of three zero-argumentfunction-defining branches consisting of an
unspecified sequence of work-performingsteps, one iteration-performing branch consisting of an unspecified sequence
of work-performingsteps that could access the as-yet-undiscovered function-defining branches, and one resultproducing branch consisting of an unspecified sequenceof work-performingsteps that could access the results of the
as-yet-undiscoverediteration-performing branch.
The question arises as to whether it is possible to solve the same problemafter starting with a population of
programswith no automatically defined functions at all and whether it is possible for genetic programming,with the
new architecture-altering operations, to dynamically determine an architecture that is capable of producing a
satisfactory solution to the problem.

3.1.

Transmembrane Domains in Proteins

Proteins are polypeptide molecules composedof sequences of amino acids. There are 20 aminoacids (also called
residues) in the alphabet of proteins (denoted by the letters A, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, K, 1_, M, N, P, Q, R, S, T,
W, and Y) (Stryer 1995).
Membranesplay manyimportant roles in living things. A transmembraneprotein (Yeagle 1993) is embeddedin
membrane(such as a cell membrane)in such a way that part of the protein is located on one side of the membrane,
part is within the membrane,and part is on the opposite side of the membrane.Transmembraneproteins often
cross back and forth through the membrane
several times and have short loops immersedin the different milieu on
each side of the membrane.Transmembrane
proteins often perform functions such as sensing the presence of certain
particles or certain stimuli on one side of the membrane
and transporting particles or transmitting signals to the
other side of the membrane.Understandingthe behavior of transmembraneproteins requires identification of the
portion(s) of the protein sequence that are actually embedded
within the membrane,such portion(s) being called
transmembranedomain(s) of the protein. The lengths of the transmembrane domains of a protein are usually
different from one another; the lengths of the non-transmembrane
areas are also usually different from one another.
Biological membranesare of oily hydrophobic (water-hating) composition. The amino acid residues of the
transmembrane domain of a protein that are exposed to the membranetherefore have a tendency (but not an
overwhelmingtendency) to be hydrophobic.
The problemhere is to create a computerprogramfor correctly classifying whether a particular protein segment
(i.e., a subsequenceof aminoacid residues extracted from the entire protein sequence)such
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is a transmembrane domain or a non-transmembrane area of the protein. Success in this problem involves
integrating information over the entire protein segment. Both segmentscontain someresidues that are hydrophobic,
neutral, and hydrophilic (water-loving). A correct classification cannot be made by merely examining any one
particular aminoacid residue at particular position in the given protein segmentnor even by merely examiningany
small combination of positions. Success in this task. As it happens, the first segment (24 residues) comesfrom
positions 96 and 119 of the mouseperipheral myelin protein 22 and is the third (of four) transmembranedomains
that protein. The second segment (27 residues) comesfrom positions 35 and 61 of the same protein and is a nontransmembranearea of the protein.

3.2.

Preparatory

Steps

Whenthe "minimalist" approach is used in conjunction with architecture-altering
operations in genetic
programming,all programsin the initial randompopulation have a minimalstructure.
Figure 1 shows the "minimalist" structure used in generation 0 here in which each program in the population
consists of an iteration-performing branch, ZPB,and a result-producing branch, RPB,but no automatically defined
functions (ADFs).

Figure 1 Overall structure
of programs for generation
0 with one iteration-performing
branch, IPB, and one result-producing
branch, RPB.
Therewill be a total of 38 functions and terminals in function set and the terminal set of this problem:
¯ 7 initial functions,
¯ 23 initial terminals,
¯ 4 potential functions, and
¯ 4 potential terminals.

3.2.1.

Function

Set

Whenthe architecture-altering operations are used, both functions and terminals can freely migrate from one part of
the overall programto another (both because of the action of the architecture-altering operations and because of the
action of crossover using point typing). Consequently, we must abandonthe approach to defining the function set
and terminal set of the problem used in Genetic Programming(Koza 1992) and Genetic ProgrammingH (Koza
1994a)and, instead, define
¯ the initial function set, finitial,
¯ the terminal set, Tinitial,
¯ the set of additional potential functions, potential,
and
¯ the set of additional potential terminals, Tpotential
As it happens, for this problem, the initial function set, finitial, is commonto both the result-producing
branch, RPB,and the iteration-performing branch, IPB, of each program; however, there is a specialized terminal
set, Trpb-initial,for the result-producing branch, RPB, and a specialized terminal set, ~ipb-initial,for the
iteration-performing branch, I PB.
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For purposes of creating the initial randompopulation of individuals, the function set, Yinitial,for the resultproducing branch, RPB,and the iteration-performing branch, IPB, of each individual programis

Jinitial: {+,-, *, 9, ’GTZ, SF.TM0}
taking 2, 2, 2, 2, 3, 1, and 2 arguments,respectively.
Here +, -, and * are the usual two-argument arithmetic functions and % is the usual protected two-argument
division function.
The three-argument conditional branching operator IFGTZevaluates and returns its second argumentif its first
argumentis greater than or equal zero, but otherwiseevaluates and returns its third argument.
The one-argumentsetting function, SETM0,can be used to set the settable memoryvariable, M0,to a particular
value.
ORN
is the two-argumentnumerical-valueddisjunctive function returning +1 if either or both of its argumentsare
positive, but returning -1 otherwise. ORNis a short-circuiting (optimized) disjunction in the sense that its second
argument will not be evaluated (and any side-effecting function, such as SETM0,contained therein will remain
unexecuted)if its first argumentis positive.
Note that when the minimalist approach is used in conjunction with architecture-altering
operations, the
automatically defined functions (ADF0,ADF1.... ) and their dummyarguments (ARGO,
ARG1
.... ) do not appear
generation 0. However,once the architecture altering operations begin to be performed, ADF0,ADF1.... and ARGO,
ARG1,... begin to appear in the population. For practical reasons, a maximumof 4 automatically defined
functions, each possessing between0 and 4 dummy
arguments, was established. Thus, the set of potential additional
terminals, Tpotential,
for this problem consists of

Tpotential= {ARGO,
ARG1,
ARG2,
ARC3
}.
The set of potential additional functions,

:rpotential,for

this problemconsists of

:rpotential= {ADF0,
ADF1,_DF2,
ADF3
},
each taking an as-yet-unknownnumberof arguments (between 0 and 4).
3.2.2.
Terminal
Set
}:or purposes of creating the initial
iteration-performing branch, IPB, is,

randompopulation of individuals, the terminal set,

ipb-initial,for

the

qipb-initial = {~,N0,

(Y?)
LEN, (A?), (C?) .....
Here 9~ represents floating-point randomconstants between -10.000 and +10.000. Since we want to encode each
point (internal or external) of each programtree in the population into one byte of memoryin the computer, the
numberof different floating-point randomconstants is the difference between256 and the total numberof functions
(initial and potential) in function set and terminals (initial and potential) in the terminal set. These200 or so initial
randomconstants are adequate for this problem because they frequently recombinein later generations of the run
using various arithmetic functions to producenewconstants.
N0is a settable memoryvariable. It is zero whenexecution of a given overall programbegins.
LENis the length of the current protein segment.
(A?) is the zero-argumentresidue-detecting function returning a numerical+1 if the current residue is alanine (A)
but otherwise returning a numerical -1. A similar residue-detecting function (from (C?) to (Y?) ) is defined
each of the 19 other amino acids. Each time iterative work is performed by the body of the iteration-performing
branch, the current residue of the protein is advancedto the next residue of the protein segmentuntil the end of the
entire protein segmentis encountered.If a residue-detecting function is directly called from the iteration-performing
branch, I PB(or indirectly called by virtue of being within a yet-to-be-created automatically defined function that is
called by the iteration-performing branch), the residue-detecting function is evaluated for the current residue of the
iteration.
For purposes of creating the initial randompopulation of individuals, the terminal set, Trpb-initial,
for the
result-producing branch, RPB,is,

Trpb-initial = M0,r,EN}.
Of course, the residue-detecting functions maymigrate into the bodyof a yet-to-be-created automatically defined
function that may,in turn, becomereferenced by someyet-to-be-created call from the result-producing branch. We
deal with this possibility by specifying that whena residue-detecting function is called directly by the result-
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producing branch, RPB(or called indirectly by virtue of being inside a yet-to-be-created automatically defined
function that is referenced by a yet-to-be-created call fromthe result-producingbranch), the residue-detecting function
is evaluated for the leftover value of the iterative index (i.e., the last residue of the protein segment).This treatment
mirrors what happens whena programmercarelessly references an array using a leftover index from a consummated
loop.
Because we used numerically valued logic (i.e., the ORNfunction) and numerically valued residue detecting
functions in conjunction with other numericallyvalued functions, the set of functions and terminals is closed in that
any composition of functions and terminals can be successfully evaluated. This remains the case even after
automatically defined functions (with varying numbersof arguments)begin to be created.
A wrapper is used to convert the floating-point value produced by the result-producing branch into a binary
outcome.If the result-producing branch returns a positive value, the segmentwill be classified as a transmemhrane
domain,but otherwise it will be classified as a non-transmembrane
area of the protein.
3.2.3.
Fitness
Fitness measureshowwell a particular genetically-evolved classifying programpredicts whetherthe segmentis, or is
not, transmembranedomain. The fitness cases for this problem consist of protein segments. The classification
madeby the genetically-evolved programfor each protein segmentin the in-sample set of fitness cases (the training
set) were comparedto the correct classification for the segment. Rawfitness for this problemis based on the value
of the correlation; standardized ("zero is best") fitness I-C
is --.. The error rate is the numberof fitness cases for
2
whichthe classifying programis incorrect divided by the total numberof fitness cases.
The same proteins as used in chapter 18 of Koza 1994a were used here. One of the transmembrane domains of
each of these 123 proteins was selected at randomas a positive fitness case for this in-sample set. Onesegmentthat
was of the same length as the chosen transmembranesegment and that was not contained in any of the protein’s
transmembranedomainswas selected from each protein as a negative fitness case. Thus, there are 123 positive and
123 negative fitness cases in the in-sample set of fitness cases. In addition, 250 out-of-sample fitness cases (125
positive and 125 negative) were created from the remaining 125 proteins in a mannersimilar to the above to measure
howwell a genetically-evolved programgeneralizes to other, previously unseen fitness cases from the sameproblem
environment(i.e., the out-of-sampledata or testing set).
3.2.4.
Parameters
The architecture-altering operations are intended to be used sparingly on each generation. The percentage of
operations on each generation after generation 4 was 86%crossovers; 10%reproductions; 0%mutations; 1%branch
duplications; 1%argumentduplications; 0.3%branch deletions; 0.3%argumentdeletions; 1%branch creations; and
0%argumentcreations. Since we do not want to waste large amounts of computertime in early generations where
only a few programshave any automatically functions at all, we decided to get the run off to a fast start by setting
the percentage of branch creation operations for generations 1 through 4 to 30%(with 60%crossovers and 10%
reproductions).
A maximum
size of 200 points was established for the result-producing branch, the iteration-performing branch,
and each of the yet-to-be-created automaticallydefined functions.
The other parameters for controlling the runs of genetic programmingwere the default values specified in Koza
(1994a).
The problem (coded in ANSIC) was run on a medium-grainedparallel Parystec computersystem consisting of
Power PC 601 processors arranged in a toroidal mesh with a host PC Pentium type computer (running Windows).
The Power PC processors communicateby means of one INMOS
transputer that is associated with each Power PC
processor. The so-called distributed genetic algorithm or island model for parallelization (Goldberg1989) was used.
That is, subpopulations (called demesafter Sewell Wright 1943) were situated at the processing nodes of the system.
Population size was Q = 2,000 at each of the D = 64 demes for a total population size of 128,000. The initial
randomsubpopulations were created locally at each processing node. Generations were run asynchronously on each
node. After a generation of genetic operations was performedlocally on each node, four boatloads, each consisting of
B = 5%(the migration rate) of the subpopulation(selected on the basis of fitness) were dispatchedto each of the
toroidally adjacent nodes. Details of the parallel implementationof genetic programmingcan be found in Andreand
Koza 1996.
Termination
Criterion
and Results
Designation
Since perfect classifying performancewas unlikely to occur, the run was monitoredand manuallyterminated.
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3.3.

Results

Since a programthat is superior to that written by knowledgeablehumaninvestigators was created during the first
run (and we had no reason to create a performance curve for this problem), this run (taking about 23 hours
computertime) is the only run that we have madeof this version of the problem.
The best-of-generation programfor generation 0 has an in-sample correlation of 0.3604.
The best-of-generation programfor generation 4 (with an in-sample correlation of 0.7150) has two automatically
defined functions, each possessing two arguments. Since automatically defined functions did not exist in generation
0, these automatically defined functions exist in this programbecause of the architecture-altering operations. This
programillustrates the emergenceof hierarchy (involving ADF0refers to ADFI) that occurs with the architecturealtering operations.
The second-best programof generation 6 (with in-sample correlation of 0.7212) is interesting because it has four
automatically defined functions (possessing 0, 3, 2, and 1 arguments, respectively). This program (with
argument map of {0 3 2 1 }) contains a complicated hierarchy amongADF0,ADF1,ADF2,and ADF3.
The second-best programof generation 7 (with in-sample correlation of 0.7315) does not have any automatically
defined functions at all. Not surprisingly, it is a rather large program. This programis the last programwithout
automatically defined functions that showsup as a pace-setting programin this run (i.e., a best-of-generation
programreported from one of the 64 processors that is better than any previously reported program). Thereafter,
programswithout automatically defined functions consistently run behind the pack in the competitive race to accrue
fitness. This observation is a small additional indication in favor of the general proposition (whichwe believe, after
the test of time, will prove to be usually true) that genetic programming
produces solutions to problemswith less
computationaleffort with automatically defined functions than without them.
As the run progresses, manydifferent architectures appear amongthe pace-setting individuals, including {2 2}, {0
3 2 1}, { 1},{2}, {00 22}, {3}, {0}, {2 1 22}, {1 3}, {32}, {0 1}, {00}, {0 0 0}, {0000}, and {000 1}.
The out-of-sample correlation generally increases in tandemwith the in-sample correlation until generation 28 of
this run. The best programof generation 28 scores an in-sample correlation of 0.9596, an out-of-sample correlation
of 0.9681, an in-sample error rate of 3%, and an out-of-sample error rate of 1.6%. After generation 28, the insample correlation continues to rise while its out-of-sample counterpart begins to drop off. Similarly, after
generation 28, the in-sample error rate continues to drop while its out-of-sample counterpart begins to rise. Based
on this, we designated the best-of-generation programfrom generation 28 as the best-of-run program.
Figure 2 showsthe architecture of the best-of-run programfrom generation 28 with 208 points (i.e., functions and
terminals in the work-performingparts of its branches). This programhas one zero-argumentautomatically defined
function, ADF0;one iteration-performing branch, I PB; and one result-producing branch, RPB.

Figure 2 Architecture of best-of-run program from generation 28.
After genetic programmingevolves a satisfactory programfor a problem, it is often difficult to ascertain the
behavior of the resulting program. A lucky combination of circumstances permitted the analysis of the otherwise
incomphrehensible 208-point programevolved on this run. First, even though a reference to ADF0migrated into
the 169-point result-producing branch, ADF0ended up in an intron and played no role in the result produced by the
result-producing branch. Second, none of the 20 residue-detecting functions were in the result-producing branch.
Thus, the value returned by the result-producing branch is dependentonly on the value of the settable variable M0
(communicatedfrom the iteration-performing branch to the result-producing branch) and the length, LEN,of the
current protein segment. The range of values of LENwas knownto be between 15 and 45 (from the fitness cases).
Then, fortuitously, we were able to compute a maximum
range of values that could be attained by the settable
variable M0for this particular program. Wethen embeddedthe evolved program(along with the wrapper) into
simple computerprogramthat looped over the knownrange for LENand the inferrable maximum
range for M0.
Figure 3 shows a graph of the behavior of the seemingly incomprehensible 169-point result-producing branch
from the best-of-run 208-point programfrom generation 28. The wrapperized output of this result-producing branch
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classifies a protein segment as a transmembranedomainfor the shaded region (labeled "yes") and clasifies the
segmentas a non-transmembranearea of the protein for the non-shadedregion (labeled "no"). The heavy black frame
highlights the area where r,EN lies its knownrange and where N0 lies in its inferrable maximum
range. Note that
there is an exceedingly complexand confused partitioning of the plane near the origin; however, this part of the
figure is irrelevant to us.
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Figure 3 Behavior of the result-producing
branch from the best-of-run program.
Although l0 can conceivably attain a value as high as 168, such a value can only be attained if the protein
segmentconsists of 42 consecutive electrically charged residues of glutamic acid (E). However,glutamic acid is only
one of 20 aminoacid residues that appear in proteins. For actual protein segments, only values of N0that are less
than 50 are encountered.
Figure 4 is a cutawayportion of figure 3 that showsthe behavior of the result-producing branch only for values of
LENbetween15 and 42 and for values of N0in the new, contrained range between0 and 50 (highlighted with a new,
smaller heavyblack frame). As can be seen, the area inside the newframeis neatly partitioned into two parts.
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Figure 4 Cutaway portion of graph showing behavior of the result-producing
branch.
Wethen performa linear regression on the boundarythat partitions figure 4 into two parts and find that
M0 = 3.1544 + 0.9357 LEN.
Thus, the evolved program for classifying a protein segment as a transmembranedomainor a non-transmembrane
area of the protein can be restated as follows:
(1) Create a sum, SUM,by adding 4 for each E in the protein segmentand 2 for each C, D, G, H, K, hi, P, Q,
S, T, W,or Y (i.e., the 13 residues that are neither E nor A, M,V, I, F or L).
(2) If [SUN
o.- 3.Yi1544]
j <

LEN,

then classify the protein segmentas a transmemhranedomain;otherwise, classify it as a non-transmembrane
area of
the protein.
Note that glutamic acid (E) is an electrically charged and hydrophilic aminoacid residue and that A (alanine),
(methionine), V (valine), [ (isoleucine), F (phenylalanine) and L(leucine) constitute six of the seven
hydrophobicresidues on the often-used Kyte-Dolittle hydrophobicityscale (Kyte and Dolittle 1982).
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3.4.

Comparison

of

Seven

Methods

Table 1 showsthe out-of-sample error rate for the four algorithms for classifying transmembranedomainsdescribed
in Weiss, Cohen, and Indurkhya 1993 as well as for three approaches using genetic programming,namely the setcreating version (chapters 18.5 through 18.9 of Koza1994a), the arithmetic-performing version (chapters 18.10
18.11 of Koza1994a), and the version using the architecture-altering operations as reported herein.

Table 1 Comparison of seven methods.
Method
yon Hei ne 1992
Engelman, Steitz, and Goldman1986
Kyte-Doolittle 1982
Weiss, Cohen, and Indurkhya 1993
GP + Set-creating ADFs
GP + Arithmetic-performing ADFs
GP+ ADFs+ Architecture-altering operations

Error rate
2.8%
2.7%
2.5%
2.5%
1.6%
1.6%
1.6%

As can be seen fromthe table, the error rate of all three versions using genetic programming
are identical; all three
are better than the error rates of the other four methods. Genetic programmingwith the new architecture-altering
operations was able to evolve a successful classifying program for transmembrane domains starting from a
population that initially contained no automatically defined functions. All three versions using genetic
programming (none of which employs any foreknowledge of the biochemical concept of hydrophobicity) are
instances of an algorithm discovered by an automated learning paradigmwhoseperformance is slightly superior to
that of algorithms written by knowledgeablehumaninvestigators.
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